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Introduction

Understanding of the structure and function of the spinal cord
has historically been more reliably founded than theories on
the function and physiology of other parts of the body.
Oftentimes, vague hypotheses proposed as facts for various
physiological and anatomical structures were accepted with-
out any verifiable experimental results [1]. Given the morpho-
logical consistency displayed by the spinal cord and the obvi-
ous clinical symptoms and syndromes produced from injury
to it, the function and actions of the spinal cord were not the
subject of conjecture and scientific uncertainty. Contemporary
research on the spinal cord has instead focused on microanat-
omy and manipulation of the spinal cord to treat spinal cord
injury [2]. The present review aims to provide an overview of
our understanding of spinal cord function through history, and
how this historical understanding may be used to construct a
framework to guide further research into spinal cord function.

Historical understanding of spinal cord function

As mentioned above, the structural consistency and relative
ease of access and manipulation of the spinal cord has allowed
for our understanding of its function to have been well

established even by early physicians. Writings from
Hippocrates have also provided information on the clinical
consequences of injury to the spinal cord [1, 3]. The eleventh
century physician Ibn Jazlah posited that diseases of the spinal
cord appeared to result in paralysis and numbness. He further
noted that lesions of the beginning of the spinal cord appeared
to cause injury to the limbs of the body but did not involve the
face. He also noted that other associated symptoms included
tremor and limited movements [4]. These are just few in-
stances of early physician scientists noting the correlation be-
tween spinal anatomy and the stereotypic symptoms produced
from injury to the spine.

These correlations were somewhat verified by experimen-
tal investigation of the spine via irritation of various compo-
nents of the cord and then correlating manipulation to specific
symptoms and lesions [1]. This approach was pioneered by
Galen and stayed at the same stage of development until the
end of the eighteenth century. Galen, and other historical sci-
entists, established a functional relationship between the brain
and spinal cord. Galen believed the spinal cord to be a con-
ductor of sensorimotor signals that conveys messages to and
from the brain, and compared it to a stream that gushes out of
the brain and sends nerves to all parts of the body. Other
historical scientists also commented on the relationship be-
tween the brain and the spinal cord. The third century BC
Greek Praxagoras hypothesized that the brain was only a con-
tinuation of the spinal cord, and Aristotle believed that the
spinal cord is rich in blood and of a hot nature.Willis proposed
that the spinal cord exists as the main route for Blife spirits^
formed within the brain [1, 5].

Early experiments on insects and cold-blooded animals
were also important in establishing the significance of the
spinal cord. These researchers found that decapitation of some
species of animal models may preserve sensory and motor
faculties whereas these abilities were lost following lesioning
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of the spinal cord. They concluded that the spinal cord should
perhaps be assigned a more important role than even the brain.
These conclusions were proposed by early scientists such as
Redi and Swammerdam [1, 6]. Swammerdam noted that this
primarily occurred in insects, and hypothesized that the brains
of insects were too small and poorly developed to be able to
coordinate all of their complex muscle movements.

Pathology of the spinal cord has also been described in his-
torical medical texts, dating back to Hippocrates (Fig. 1 and
cover figure) and his immediate disciplines. These
Hippocratic physicians associate injury of the spinal cord with
symptoms such as paralyses, spasms, and disruptions of urinary
bladder emptying. The ancient Greek Celsus (second century)
(Fig. 1 and cover figure) described a syndrome of paralysis of
the arms, convulsions, pain, vomiting, and difficulty breathing
following fractures associated with the upper spinal column.
Injuries of the lower spinal column were associated with paral-
ysis of the legs and disruption of urinary voiding [1, 7]. The
experimental approach pioneered by Galen (Fig. 1 and cover
figure) yielded further clarification on the pathological sequelae
of spinal cord injury. His studies led credence to the notion that

damage to the spinal cord at a particular level will disrupt sen-
sory and motor function at locations below the level of the
lesion. Animal studies conducted by Galen also showed that
hemisection of the spinal cord only seemed to impact the ipsi-
lateral side of the body, and that midline, longitudinal section-
ing did not produce any significant paralysis. Galen’s interven-
tional experiments on animal models also showed that injury to
certain locations of the spinal cord could disrupt important
physiological processes, such as breathing. Significantly, he
reported that sectioning between the third and fourth cervical
levels lead to cessation of thoracic respiratory movements, as
well as all movements lying below the lesion [1].

Surgical exploration and dissection gradual gained promi-
nence as a research technique for human anatomy; however,
no novel insight into function of the spinal cord was gained in
the early stages of this approach. Significant findings of fif-
teenth to seventeenth century anatomists instead focused on
anatomy of the brain and vagus nerve. In 1667, the Dane
Steno (Fig. 1 and cover figure) ligated the descending aorta
and produced paralysis of the lower extremities and rightfully
attributed this to ischemia of the spinal cord [1, 8]. Early
anatomists and physicians likely did not differentiate between
injury to the medulla oblongata and the spinal cord, and felt
that injury to the spinal cord could lead to rapid death.
Researchers such as Perrault declared the spinal cord to be
the most vital component of the central nervous system [1,
9]. The technique of stimulating and irritating specific seg-
ments of the spinal cord soon became common, with electrical
stimulation being introduced in the mid-eighteenth century by
van den Bosch [1, 10]. Stimulation of the spine often yielded
local convulsions and movements, but this approach did not
initially establish any concrete functional relationships.

Conclusion

The methods and techniques used for exploration of the spinal
cord progressively became more invasive but this did not nec-
essarily yield novel discoveries into functions of the spinal
column. This may have been in part due to lack of knowledge
on the histological details of the structure and segmentation of
the spinal column. Without this knowledge, the cord was
experimented upon as a singular, consistent structure. As we
now know, the spinal cord has a highly segregated anatomy
and lack of insight into the spine’s detailed anatomy prevented
researchers from describing its specific functions. Through
clinical correlations between both symptoms and lesions of
the spine, along with early manipulative investigations, histor-
ical researchers were able to identify the spinal cord as an
important conduit for signals to and from the brain.
Contemporary researchers [2, 11–17] have used investigative
techniques that have gone beyond surgical manipulation and
stimulation to visualize the various components of the central
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Fig. 1 and cover figure Collage demonstrating physicians who have
studied the spinal cord over human history. From left to right and
clockwise, Hippocrates, Galen, Steno, and Celsus



nervous system; however, a great amount of effort and re-
search is still needed to map and decipher the intricacies of
the human spinal cord.
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